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How old is the earth? 

Did the Big Bang happen? 

How many accounts of creation are there in 
Genesis 1-2? 

Are the “days” 24hr earth days? 

How can there be light before the sun? 

Is Genesis 1 actually 7 contiguous days of a 
single week? 

Is Genesis 1 a scientific description, or 
something else? 

What about evolution? 

Does God’s “rest” mean that he actually 
doesn’t “work” any more? 

Did God need to rest?

Was there a defined “Garden of Eden” or was 
it the whole earth?  

Were Adam & Eve real people? 

Were Adam and Eve the first two literal people 
on Earth? 

Did the snake actually talk? 

Why would God put a temptation tree in the 
garden? 

Was there death before the fall? 

If there was no death, what did carnivores eat? 

Why do ancient carnivores have pointy teeth? 

Where did Cain’s wife come from? 

Why doesn’t the Bible mention dinosaurs?

Questions, Questions, Questions…



SO MANY Interpretations!
• Young Earth 

Creationism (YEC) 

• Day-age 

(“Progressive 

Creation”) 

• Appearance of age 

• Gap Theory (“Ruin-

Restitution Theory” 

or the “Recreation 

View”) 

• Intermittent-Day 

Theory

• Framework 

Hypothesis 

• Proclamation Day 

• Creation Poem 

• Kingdom-Covenant 

interpretation 

• Cosmic Temple 

View

• Hyper-literalism 

• Six-Day Revelatory 

Interpretation 

• Days of “Divine-

Fiat” Interpretation 

• Creation of the 

Garden (“Local 

Creation”)



Why is it in the Bible?



Genesis 
1:1-2:4



What is this story 

trying to teach us?



• Description of a 

manufacturing process 

• Communication of a concept 

• Both

Options for the purpose:



Start asking questions…

• What is the purpose of the Bible? 

• What is the Bible about?  

• Who’s the main character? 

• Who wrote Genesis 1? 

• When did he write it? 

• To whom was it written?





Language 
< 

Culture





“Misreading 
Scripture With 
Western Eyes”



Basic assumptions
• Truth exists 
• We can discover Truth  
• All scripture was written for us  
• All scripture was written to an 

original audience 
• We are not that audience
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